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doublecad xt is a free full featured 2.5d cad application that has the power to handle all design and detailing needs. it is free to use for personal, educational, or commercial use without restriction or limitation (yes, you read that right). with its unmatched support for many industry standard design formats including google sketchup and autocad, doublecad
xt v5.0 assures great interoperability with the applications you use to help optimize project workflow. based on imsi/design's award-winning cad code with over two million copies sold worldwide, doublecad xt works like autocad lt but goes beyond in a number of important areas, including innovative features like: self-healing, aca-compatible walls; self-
aligning blocks; transparent fills; draw order by layer; bezier curves; flatten 3d to 2d views; advanced polyline editing; automatic scaling of units between drawings; input multiple unit types on-the-fly; object snap prioritization; brush editor; smart dimensions; split objects, import xrefs. the following are some of the features included with doublecad xt: a
powerful 2d cad application, with advanced capabilities like layers, polylines, text, blocks, dimensions, a project manager, and over 700 dwg/skp conversion utilities. a powerful 3d cad application, with advanced capabilities such as 2d and 3d 3d cad, blocks, polylines, text, dimensions, and over 700 dwg/skp conversion utilities. non-linear 2d and 3d drawing
tools. the 2d tools include rectangle, circle, ellipse, polyline, text, and dimensions. a full set of tools for creating 3d drawings. the 3d tools include a variety of tools such as rectangle, circle, ellipse, polyline, text, dimensions, block, spline, and surface. an intuitive, user-friendly interface that offers a simple and quick editing experience. a native file format,
giving you full compatibility with autocad and autocad lt files. the native format includes.dwg and.skp files. a wide variety of additional support files including.spk,.mpx,.rpt,.lib,.cdt,.ddf,.net,.dxf,.pdf,.png,.pict,.tif,.ttf,.cdr,.cdf,.cpr,.svg,.smo,.dxn,.dwf, and.cad files. support for objects from other cad software like autocad, designspark, freehand, inventor, and
microstation
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in my opinion, the most interesting feature of doublecad xt is the "autosnap" function that is available in the "toolbar" section. it allows you to automatically snap the new entity to the currently selected object when creating entities (for example, when you create a line, doublecad xt will automatically snap it to the currently selected line or arc). this will be
very useful in a number of ways: you can use doublecad xt for design/drafting (you can create a new sheet if you want to), for example to create a drawing of the ground floor of a house, you can create 2 sheets: one for the furniture/fixtures and the other for the walls/floors. when you want to create a building, you can start with the furniture sheet and

then when you finish the furniture drawing, you can create another sheet and use it to create the walls. after you have created the walls, you can use the "convert to curve" tool (available in the "modify" section of the toolbar) to convert the walls into simple curves. this is very useful because a lot of architects and designers use 3d space to visualize the
building, and this technique makes the visualization process much easier. is it really free doublecad xt can be used in any cad application and it is possible to work with.dwg and.skp files. the interface is very simple and easy to learn, so you can start working with it right away. in addition to that, there are no hidden costs, so you are not charged for extra

features, which makes the software great for free. is it really free the only drawback i find with this software is that it is not as easy to use as the other options in the market. i think that it's because of its user interface, which needs more editing in order to work. doublecad xt has many features that make it a useful software, and if you need them, it is
recommended. 5ec8ef588b
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